INTRODUCTION
The non-destructive evaluation (NDE) of metal surfaces can be accomplished using the alternating current field measurement (ACFM) technique [1] . In this technique a thin-skin eddy current is induced in the metal and the magnetic field above the metal surface is monitored for any perturbation caused by surface defects. In the non-uniform ACFM, the incident field may be produced by a coil or a wire loop carrying a high frequency current [2] .
The prediction of the perturbations in the induced current (and hence in the resulting field) by a surface crack, can be made using the finite element or finite difference methods [3]- [4] . These solutions are general and independent of the type of the current distribution in the metal. For this reason, in the limiting case of thin skin eddy current, they are slow computationally. This is due to the fine discretization required for the whole or part of the conductor space.
In a previous paper, we have presented an efficient mathematical technique for the analysis of the interaction of a non-uniform field ACFM with a long uniform crack [5] . Its high efficiency is mainly due to the implementation of the thin skin current assumption in the formulation which leads to an approximate boundary condition at the metal-air interface [1] . The boundary condition is a second-order differential equation in terms of the incident and scattered scalar magnetic potentials. This paper deals with the extension of the technique incorporating a finite length crack with a rectangular shape. The assumed shape is a good approximation to the profiles of some fatigue cracks and it facilitates the development offormulations. The mathematical technique does not depend on the shape of the interrogating field, although in the example given, the incident field is produced by a current-carrying rectangular coil. The mathematical modelling presented can deal with both open and closed cracks. Numerical solution of the problem is achieved by using a two-dimensional Fourier transform, together with the Fourier domain scalar magnetic potentials and the point-matching technique at the lip of the crack. Based on the solution, we have developed a computer program which can predict the field distribution and if required, the crack signal. The accuracy of the method is verified by comparing the predicted and the experimental results. surface crack in metal and (b) a rectangular inducer symmetrically positioned above a crack with a rectangular boundary.
field inside the metal, including in the region around the crack, can be assumed to decay exponentially. This assumption, coupled with the conservation of magnetic flux at the crack mouth, leads to an approximate boundary condition at the metal surface (z=O) [I] ;
where scalar potential 'I' represents the sum of the scattered and incident potentials;
In ( In the above equations y = a.i + ~j and i, j and k are unit vectors in the x, yand z directions.
Expressions (6.a) and (6.b) represent the relation between the vector and scalar magnetic potentials at all points below the inducer. From these expressions, it is evident that the incident potential function is a function of vector magnetic potential Ai ' and the latter is dependent on the shape of the inducer. For a rectangular coil carrying 1 A current and symmetrically located with respect to the xz and yz planes, Fig.I . b, it can be shown that:
In the above equation, I, w and t are the length, width and the thickness of the rectangular coil respectively. Substituting (1) in ( Since the potential function for the scattered field above the metal surface satisfies Laplace's equation, its general solution in the Fourier domain is given by:
Inserting (9) and (6.a) in (2), the total potential can be written as:
:::::
where a is unknown. Parameter a can be found by combining (10) with the Fourier domain form of the boundary condition, (1). This result can then be used in (10) to obtain the expression for the total potential function at the metal surface;
Hence, the total potential above the metal surface in the Fourier domain can be expressed as To find 'If and therefore all the field components in the space domain, the inverse Fourier transform (4.b) has to be applied to (12). However, H z ( a, 0) is yet unknown and can be determined as follows.
Inside the crack, the magnetic field can be found from a scalar function ~ (H == -V ~ ) which is the solution of Laplace's equation;
Since the crack is assumed to have a rectangular boundary, Fig.l .b, the scalar function in (13) must meet the following boundary conditions: 
Using (15), magnetic field component Hz(x,z) inside the crack can be obtained. At the crack mouth (z=O), the Fourier transform of this component with respect to variable x is given by (16) which is the desired expression for (12). However, in (16) coefficients C. are yet unknown. They can be computed by using the continuity of potentials 'If and cI> at the crack mouth;
Ixl~a and applying the collocation (point matching) technique [6] . In this technique, the number of coefficients to be found is equal to the number of points matched along the crack mouth.
RESULTS (17)
Based on the preceding formulation, a computer program has been developed which uses the fast Fourier transform (FFT) . To save time in the computation, the point matching technique is applied at the FFT sampled points. The program produces the magnitude and the phase of the three components of the field resulting from the interaction of a rectangular inducer with a rectangular crack.
In Fig.2 , the dimensions of a rectangular inducer and its relative position with respect to a I Crack Fig.2 The plan view and front view of a rectangular coil symmetrically located above a crack with a rectangular boundary; 1=5 mm, w=10.5 mm, t=4 mm, a=10 mm, d=4 mm, g=O.1 mm, h=3.7 mm, q=0.84 mm and p=6.7 mm. rectangular crack, are shown. In the absence of the crack, the magnitude and phase of the y component of the field produced by the inducer at a distance of q=O. 84 mm above the metal surface were computed and are depicted in Fig.3.a and 3 .b. This component (Hy) plays an important role in the high sensitivity ACFM [2] . If required, the phases and magnitudes of the other two components of the field can also be computed. To validate the computed results, those corresponding to line AA in 
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CONCLUSION
An accurate mathematical technique for the analysis of the interaction of a non-uniform field ACFM with open and closed rectangular cracks, was presented. The assumed shape is a good approximation to the profile of some cracks. The tecImique is efficient computationally which is mainly due to the implementation of the assumption of the thin skin current in the formulation, leading to an approximate, but convenient boundary condition at the metal-air interface. For the computation, it employs a two-dimensional Fourier transform, together with the Fourier domain scalar magnetic potentials and the point-matching technique at the lip of the crack In the technique presented, the interrogating field can have an arbitrary shape. However, in the example treated in this paper, the incident field is due to a current-carrying rectangular coil. The accuracy of the method was verified by comparing the computed and measured results.
